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Abstract—Public blockchains are the digital infrastructure
that powers the multi-trillion-dollar economy in cryptocurren-
cies. Understanding the security and performance of deployed
blockchain networks is critically important, especially when the
open-membership nature of blockchain results in a large attack
surface. However, measuring operational blockchain networks
raises ethical concerns and could interfere with the businesses
running atop the blockchains. This work presents a survey of
the recent measurement studies on the Ethereum networks and
discusses their ethical issues, practices, and solutions. The paper
also identifies several open ethical challenges faced by blockchain
researchers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, cryptocurrency is a multi-trillion-dollar economy.
Understanding the security of the blockchain technology
that underpins cryptocurrencies is critically important to en-
suring crypto-asset safety. This urgent need has driven a
line of security-oriented measurement studies on the public
blockchains [21], [27], [18], [19], [16], [15], [12], [14], [10].
The measurement studies have lead to significant findings
on the security, privacy, performance, and other properties of
blockchain networks in the wild.

On the one hand, measuring real-world blockchain net-
works is necessary for scientific discovery. While alterna-
tive measurement subjects do exist (e.g., blockchain simula-
tion [26], local blockchain networks, testnets [8], [7], [3]),
measuring deployed blockchain mainnet is preferable as it
holds the ground truth of various deployment-specific in-
formation. For instance, mainnet nodes may be configured
and operated differently to testnet nodes, forming a distinct
network topology or deploying unique defensive measures.
Understanding these mainnet-specific features entails direct
measurement on the blockchain mainnet.

On the other hand, measurement studies on real-
world blockchain networks raise ethical concerns. There are
real business entities whose daily operations depend on
blockchains; these companies may run network infrastructures
for blockchains (e.g., RPC services and transaction relays), run
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mining pools, operate wallet software (e.g., web browser ex-
tensions), and others to serve a large quantity of customers in-
cluding miners and cryptocurrency holders. The measurement
study on blockchain networks can cause service interference
to these stakeholders.

The key to solving the conflict lies in ethical measure-
ment methodologies and studies on blockchain networks. In
this paper, we review several recent blockchain measurement
studies [21], [27], [18], [19] to examine the current state of
the affair in the field. Specifically, we review DETER [21],
[27] and DoERS [17] which measure the Ethereum mainnet
to understand the exploitability of design flaws in Ethereum
client software. We also review TopoShot [19], a network
measurement study uncovering the Ethereum network topology
on mainnet. We examine the extensive measures taken in these
works to address the ethical concerns, including following
ethical research methodology, the technical design of non-
intrusive measurement methods, responsible bug reporting,
and result releases. The four case studies are presented in
Section II.

We further draw insights into the open challenges
blockchain researchers face today and call for future works
in this domain. The challenges are discussed in detail in
Section III.

II. CASE STUDIES

We choose to survey the measurement works on Ethereum,
the second largest blockchain and the largest smart-contract
platform. We focus on the following four papers because
they either directly study the deployed Ethereum networks
(including mainnet and testnets) [21], [27], [18], [19] or
indirectly have impacts on those networks [32].

Case 1: In DoERS [17], the authors have conducted security
analysis of one critical component in the Ethereum blockchain
ecosystem, the RPC service. An RPC service receives web
clients’ queries and processes them against its blockchain
states. The authors found one of the standard query API,
eth_call1, is exploitable, as it admits generic program
execution without charging a querying client. This API, if
exposed to the Internet, can be misused to run denial of
service attacks exhausting the computing resources on the RPC
service. Then, the authors formulate research by measuring
the exploitability of the eth_call API on several real-world
RPC services.

1eth_call is standardized in the Ethereum protocol and is widely
supported in Geth [2], OpenEthereum [6] and other clients [5], [4].
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From the perspective of scientific discovery, it is preferable
to conduct an exploitability study on real-world services.
Specifically, while there are RPC services run on testnets and
the mainnet, the mainnet RPC service may treat their business
more seriously and deploy more comprehensive defensive
measures. Thus, only through studying the mainnet services
can one uncover these defensive measures before further
discovering flaws. Besides, the findings on the mainnet services
will have broader impacts than those on the testnet counterpart.

However, this raises ethical concerns, and the mainnet RPC
services being tested are operated by real business entities.
The exploitability study needs to be non-intrusive to real-world
services, while ensuring effectiveness.

The authors take extensive measures to address the chal-
lenges. These include constraining each test’s time duration
and computation amount, focusing on the trend (how response
time increases along with more intensive payload) instead of
absolute value, etc. Other than the technical solutions, the
authors also send bug reports to the services tested in a timely
manner. This initiates a conversation between the authors and
the managers in the service companies.

Case 2: In DETER [21], [27], authors analyze the security of
mempool, a system component in Ethereum blockchain that
buffers unconfirmed transactions prior to mining. Unconfirmed
transactions may or may not be included in the blockchain. The
authors manually discovered a new attack to deny a remote
mempool’s service by exploiting the mempool’s admission
control.

The authors have evaluated the attack effectiveness and
cost. They have tested Ethereum nodes running in a local
network, testnets and the mainnet. In the local network, the
evaluation is comprehensive and extensive by running the
actual DETER attack payload for as long time as needed. In
the testnets, the authors restrict the attack to one selected node
in the testnet and limit the load and duration (e.g., 1 minute).
They stop the attack as soon as they see the attack starts to
show effects in the blocks produced. On the mainnet, they did
not launch the actual attack; Instead, they designed lightweight
probes to test the cause of the DETER vulnerabilities on
selected mainnet nodes.

They report the bugs immediately to the affected developer
communities through a bug bounty program. Both bug bounty
programs in the Ethereum Foundation (for Geth development)
and OpenEthereum are very responsive and cooperative. The
bounty programs reproduce the bug and confirm the bug
severity quickly. They also generously give bug bounty to
the authors to acknowledge their efforts. In addition, through
bug reporting, the bounty programs deploy quick fixes in
their client software. Other programs, such as Nethermind,
are less responsive, possibly due to their declined interest in
maintaining the client software.

The authors also report the bug to individual service
providers. However, these service providers are much more
conservative, and none did respond to the bug reports.

Case 3: TopoShot [19] is a proactive measurement method
that leverages DETER [21], [27] and transaction replace-
ment to measure the Ethereum network topology. Specifically,

TopoShot utilizes Ethereum’s price bump feature to enforce the
“isolation” property [12] for accurate network measurement.

The price bump is a necessary defensive measure against
transaction flooding, specifically flooding via replacement
transactions. The authors did discover several clients support
transactions without ensuring price bumps. They report the
bug to the bug bounty and get the response quickly. The client
software quickly fixes the issues by adding a 10% price bump.
This allows the authors to be able to measure the Ethereum
networks running various client implementations.

Once the Ethereum network topology is measured, the au-
thors did some in-house graph analysis. They found that many
nodes have a small degree, with few neighbors. These low-
degree nodes are particularly vulnerable to network partition-
ing attacks, such as eclipse attacks. Thus, directly publishing
the raw measurement results would expose these vulnerable
nodes to high risk. The authors exercise anonymization and
privacy preservation techniques to remove the ID information
(e.g., node IP) from the dataset before open-sourcing the
dataset for secondary use by researchers.

Case 4: In Fluffy [32], the authors build a fuzzer to find
consensus bugs in Ethereum clients. To search for consensus
bugs, Fluffy mutates and executes a multi-transaction sequence
in order to reach the deep states hidden in long paths in
Ethereum clients. Fluffy is a differential fuzzer that uses Geth
and OpenEthereum clients as cross-checking oracles to detect
consensus bugs. The authors found two new consensus bugs in
Geth client, shallow copy bug and transfer-after-destruct bug,
that are caused by the deviation between client implementation
and protocol specification. In the transfer-after-destruct bug,
the Geth implementation carries over the balance of a deleted
account to a newly created account with the same address.
This implementation deviates from EVM (Ethereum Virtual
Machine) specification and can be exploited for network split
and theft.

The authors reported the bugs to Geth development team
who then quickly fixed the bugs in upcoming releases. How-
ever, it drags behind for deployed blockchain nodes to install
the latest software releases. Four months later, on Nov. 11,
2020, Optimism, an Ethereum scaling project, reportedly on
purpose, triggered the bug on the Ethereum mainnet [9] which
caused catastrophic damage: It forces the mainnet to partition
into two groups of nodes, the nodes running updated Geth
and those that don’t. In other words, the attack disabled the
consensus of nodes in the network. As a result, infrastructure
services were down, including Infura, Metamask, MakerDAO,
Uniswap, and Compound. The incident raised concerns on the
ethics of blockchain security research and the transparency
of bug fixing. It is advised that the Geth team should have
announced the importance of upgrading to software versions
with the fix.

III. OPEN ETHICAL CHALLENGES

Security researchers face a series of challenges in the
research life cycle, from applying for IRB approval to the end
of releasing results. Based on our experiences in the first three
works [21], [18], [19] and observing the discussion in public
forums for the forth one [32], we identify the following ethical
challenges.
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Lack of guidelines. The first-time security researchers lack
awareness or guidelines for ethical issues. While Ph.D. stu-
dents and professors may be well trained on technical issues,
they are not on ethical terms. US undergraduate education
conforms to ABET, and it does require ethical performance
indicators. However, many researchers are international and
not educated in US colleges.

Existing available resources are ad-hoc; students rely on
prior research publications to seek solutions for ethical issues.
Unfortunately, however, technical publications often discard
details on ethical issues and sometimes do so intentionally.
This unsatisfactory state leaves the researchers unprepared for
ethical issues, giving them no option but to trial by fire.

Dilemma to request approval. Suppose a security researcher
needs to test a real-world service. A dilemma is whether and
how to request approvals before the actual test. First, the target
service may not have a bug bounty program or does not leave
the contact on the Internet, leaving the researcher nowhere to
send their requests.

Second, on the one hand, the service provider does not have
the incentive to or may not recognize the long-term benefit of
exposing their service to a stranger researcher. On the other
hand, the researcher may not have a clear mind on what and
how to test the service, let alone how to control the level
of interference. This makes it hard for the tested service to
approve the request.

Effectiveness of IRB. The institutions researchers work in
may not have an internal review board (IRB) in place. For the
institutions that do have IRB, the researchers may not be aware
of it. It entails to raise IRB awareness among professors and
students on campus.

From the authors’ experience, IRB provides a list of
standard survey questions to the researchers who answer them.
IRB professionals make decisions based on these answers. In
this process, IRB lacks technical knowledge and there is a
need, commonly unmet, to educate IRB on technical terms.

Limited support for bug reporting. Unique in public
blockchains, most services (e.g., RPC services, mining pools)
are operated by small businesses. Due to reasons such as lim-
ited budget, these services have neither extensive protections
against Internet hacks nor a bug bounty program. This creates
ethical barriers for cyber-security researchers and white-hats
to test deployed services and report bugs.

For instance, blockchain services use public forums to host
the bug reports. Nethermind relies on the GitHub “issues”
feature to report bugs2. Each reported bug, before it is fixed,
has to be exposed to the public, which also exposes any nodes
running the client software to possible exploitation.

TABLE I: Bug report programs in major Ethereum clients
Geth OpenEth Besu Nethermind

Private bug reporting Yes Yes No No
Responsiveness (days) 2 1 N/A N/A
Bounty Yes Yes No No
Fix Yes No No No
Deployment in mainnet 83% 15% 1.5% 0.5%

2https://github.com/NethermindEth/nethermind/issues/3173

We summarize the bug reporting support of different
Ethereum client developer communities in Table I. We ob-
tain the data from our personal experience and by private
conversation with the authors of papers studied in the above
cases. In the table, the private reporting channel refers to
whether the client software has a private program to report the
discovery of security vulnerabilities, such as a well-maintained
email account. This excludes a program that only has a public
website or forum to report bugs. Responsiveness refers to how
fast a bug report is confirmed. Bounty refers to whether the
program has rewarded bounty to the authors of the research
described in the previous section. Fix refers to whether the
reported bug is fixed six months after the bug report. The
deployment in the mainnet refers to the percentage of mainnet
nodes running the client (as of 2020 [19]).

As can be seen, large Ethereum clients such as Geth and
OpenEthereum have very good support for bug reporting.
Other clients with smaller deployment either rely on third-
party, public forums to support bug reporting or have private
bug reporting programs that are not well maintained.

Responsible result release. Research results can be sensitive
due to various reasons, such as the potential to damage
business reputation, containing information that may expose
someone at risk, and others. Releasing the research results to
the public may raise concerns in various forms like confer-
ence proceedings, open-source datasets/software artifacts, etc.
Anonymization, such as removing identifiable information, is a
good practice. However, this is often done manually, which is
error-prone. It is an open question whether the anonymization
practice in cyber-security publications can be reverted? Or how
to ensure anonymization in cyber-security publications.

IV. RELATED WORKS

There is a line of blockchain measurement studies uncover-
ing blockchain infrastructures [31], [22] and applications, such
as DeFi [25], [24], [33]. This research line takes a passive
measurement method, such as collecting transactions from
exploration websites (e.g., etherscan.io) or by joining a regular
node in the network. We don’t consider passive measurement
studies in ethical concerns.

Blockchain cost efficiency is measured by the amount of
cryptocurrencies (e.g., Ether) per computing task. Existing
research improves the blockchain cost efficiency by extending
the networks with off-chain services (i.e., so-called layer-two
solutions [1], [23], [11], [13]) or building on-chain/off-chain
middleware [30], [29], [20], [28]. This line of research, while
introducing new services to the networks, does not affect
other nodes beyond what a newly joined node does; we don’t
consider them interfering.

V. CONCLUSION

This work reviews the recent blockchain measurement
studies and discusses their ethical issues, practices, and solu-
tions. The paper also identifies several open ethical challenges
faced by blockchain researchers.
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